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Outline

• Introduction—CRL

• System level considerations—Ed Wollack

• Device, MMIC, module considerations—Todd Gaier

• Arrays—Amber Miller

• Interferometers—Sarah Church
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History

• The first practical cryogenic amplifiers for astrophysics were demonstrated in 1980

• In 1984, GaAs HEMTs were first used at cryogenic temperatures. Led to factor of
∼2 improvement in noise.

• Early 90s, InP HEMTs were developed. Led to factor of ∼2 decrease in both noise
and power dissipation.

• Mid 90s–2003, a partnership between JPL, universities, and TRW, Planck LFI, and
others (e.g., NRAO, MPIfR, Herschel) realized the factor of 2 improvement cited in
the previous bullet at frequencies from 2–200 GHz.

– Set cryo performance records across the whole frequency range

– Built and provided to the community MICs and MMICs that are still being used today

– Roles were complementary:

Industry developed the basic (and expensive) processing capability, largely with DoD
funding, and circuit designs aimed at room temperature

JPL and universities provided cryo testing and characterization, design interactions,
and the most demanding and revealing applications, in science instruments
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Noise Performance, 2005
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History—cont’d

• Around 2003, two things happened that had a big impact

– ASI cancelled the Planck LFI 100 GHz channel, ending amplifier work on Planck in the US

– The NASA crosscutting technology program disappeared

• Technology development of cryogenic amplifiers went into hybernation

• But action continued at room temperature, especially with a strong push to
300 GHz by DoD

– NGST (formerly TRW) revised their InP process from top to bottom, aiming to improve high
frequency performance

– Among many other things, gates were shortened by a factor of two to 35 nm
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35nm Gate Process

• In 2005/2006, the first room temperature measurements were made of MMICs
fabricated by the new 35 nm gate process

Three-stage MMIC amplifier with 15 dB of gain from 285–340GHz. Three-stage MMIC amplifier measurements and model of S21 (gain), S11 (input
return loss), and S22 (output return loss). In each case, the smoother curve of the pair shows the model. Excellent agreement is seen between the
measurements and the model. The black curve shows modelled noise figure (right-hand scale, see § 2.2.2). The high frequency is limited by the
frequency range of the measurement, not of the amplifier.

• Factor of 3 higher gain than ever seen before at these frequencies. Noise down
by a factor of 2.5.

• So what about cryogenic performance at frequencies where we might use
amplifiers for CMB polarization?
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Modeled Performance at 20K
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• Noise temperatures for the 35 nm devices predicted at 40, 90, 140, and 170 GHz by
the noise model extrapolating to lower frequencies and cryogenic temperatures.

– The improvement predicted over the best previous transistors (upper line) is a factor of two
or more.
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Step 1...

New MMIC Results With 35 nm InP pHEMTs from NGST

MMIC design by Eric Bryerton at the NRAO Central Development Laboratory.

Gain = 30 dB
PDC = 2.06 mW

• First W-band MMIC amplifier cooled to∼ 15 K. The noise is the lowest ever measured
for an amplifier at these frequencies, and an order of magnitude lower than at
room temperature.
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Current + Projected

3 x quantum

35 nm
35 nm
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Fundamental Limits — Ground
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Fundamental Limits — Space
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Simplicity and Complexity—1

• There is little gain in amplifier sensitivity as temperature drops below 20 K

• 20 K operation with substantial power dissipation

– Reduces thermo-mechanical complexity

Single-stage cooler

A showstopping level of radiative and conductive parasitics at 0.1 K would be insignificant at 20 K.
E.g., radiation-blocking filters not needed.

– Adds a big 20 K cooler.
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Simplicity and Complexity—2

Feedhorn

OMT (L-R circular)

Amplifier

Phase switch

Bandpass filter

180 deg combiner

Power splitter

Diode detectors

90 deg combiner
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• The amplifier is near the front

– Feeds and OMTs are low loss —
very high coupling efficiencies

• Polarization modulator, bandpass filter
move behind the amplifiers

• Complexities move from “outside”
to “inside”

– The effect of inefficiencies/losses
is reduced by the gain of the
preceding amplifier.

– Wide possibilities in signal processing are enabled, notably simultaneous measurement of
Q and U

– Large moves to small—vibration not an issue. Components inherently radiation hard.

• The cost is a complex module. Avoiding compromising the performance of the
amplifier MMICs is hard.
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Issues and Work

• Increase bandwidth of OMTs. Want 25–30%, now at 15–20%.

• Is 1-bit phase/polarization modulation good enough?

– First indication from CAPMAP is positive

– QUIET will test starting real soon

• Amplifier noise

– Current cryo performance is a factor of two from 35 nm model extrapolations in the best
cases; a factor of four or so for older devices, in production situations.

• Module performance

– Current modules ‘lose’ a factor of two in noise compared to amplifiers MMICs alone

• Component separation, frequency coverage, noise required as a function of
frequency is the dominant question for space. If frequencies above 150 or 200 GHz
are required amplifiers won’t be the natural choice.

– Performance on the ground can be excellent
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A Relevant Development

http://www.kiss.caltech.edu/
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MMIC Array Receivers and SpectrographsWorkshop

• Held on campus 21–25 July, with 56 participants from JPL, campus, industry, other
universities & labs, including 5 from Europe and 1 from Japan

• Astrophysics, Earth science, and planetary science represented

• Opportunities for breakthrough instruments were identified in all areas

• Roadmap from workshop will be part of a proposal to the KISS for funding

• There was great enthusiasm among the participants about the prospects for MMIC
arrays, and for working on the program

• Two key components of the development plan

– Realize ≤ 3× q noise in MMICS up to 300 GHz

– Develop array building blocks that maintain the performance of the MMICs
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